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ABSTRACT 

The experimental investigation of the properties of the HTS junctions have 
confirmed the existence of the new effects which have never observed in the LTS 
junctions (the influence of the boundaries on the properties of the structures; 
suppressed IcRn products; scaling low; the long-range proximity effect; 
nonmonotonic behavior of the critical current upon thickness of the 
ferromagnetic interlayer materials). The goal of this work is to analize 
possible reasons of this effects. We start with the discussion of the 
boundaries problems and then turn to the processes in the weak link materials. 
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I. THE BOUNDARIES. 

The problems of the boundary fabrication stand in the central of the develop
ment of the HTS Josephson junction technology. Their importance for all types 
of the HTS junctions directly follow from the intrinsic properties of the HTS 
materials (small coherence length; high chemical activity; anisotropy; hi~h 
values of the resistivity compare to the one in ordinary normal metals. It IS 
obvious that in order to have the HTS junctions with reFrodisible parameters 
one must exclude any chemical reaction in the vicinity 0 the boundaries. But 
even in this case the mismatch between the crystal lattices of the HTS super
conductors and the interlayer material can result in the formation rather thick 
nonsuperconducting layers in the near boundary region. 
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Fig.1. Various typical schemes of the HTS Josephson junction's boundaries. 

The special investigations have shown [1-6] that during the growth of the 
C-oriented YBCO films on the dielectrics SrTi03 or YSZ the mismatch between the 
crystal lattices results in the large mechanical tensions at the interface 
leading to the formation of the stable oxygen deficit N-layer (disorder region 
on Fig. la). Since the coherence length of the HTS materials ~l is smaller or 
comparable with the thickness of ~h~s layer it is c.lear that. the prob.le)D ?f the 
conservation of the superconductIvIty on the atomIC scale In the vIcInIty of 
the boundary during the junction's fabrication is very serious. The simple 
changing of the C axis orientation (see Fig. Ib) does not lead to the solution. 
The losses of the periodicity of the CuO planes in C-direction due to the 
irregular mechanical tension in the vicinity of the boundary result in the 
formation of the rather thick (1. 5 + 2 nm) layer in which the crossover from 
three to two-dimensional types of conductivity takes place. This leads to the 
enhancement of quasiparticle reflection from this region and as a result t~ the 
formation of the large effective thickness of the I-layer in the SIS junctIons. 

In the single grain boundary junctions in C-oriented HTS thin films or f~brica
ted on bicrystal subsrates the same crossover should takesplace (see Flg. Ig) 
resulting in formation the weak link regions with relatively large Rn ~ 
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10-7+10-8Qcm2. The larger the asymmetry of the crystal lattices relative to the 
boundary the larger their mismatch at the boundary and as a consequence, the 
thicker the disordered laye~ .. . The same localization of ~he carriers in 
CuO planes is responsible for the resistance of the "clean" 90 grain boundary 
(see Fig.lf) [7,81 leading to expression 

2 
R-1 ~ e ex (ex2_1)3/2 ex = (2a/;\"'l. 
N 2rra 

(1) 

which fits well tQr experimental data ~Rn ~ 10-7+ 10-8 Qcm2) under condition 
ex ~ 1 + (1+5) 10- or;\ ~ 2a ~ 5 A (;\ is de-Brogile wavelength of the quasi
particles, a is the effective thickness of the CuO plane). Such a crossover is 
the intrinsic property of the high anisotropic HTS materials and has to be in 
any situation then the periodicity in G-direction is breakdown due to any 
reasons e.g. due to mismatch of the crystal lattices at the boundaries. 

For the atomically sharp and "clean" (without disorder regions) boundaries 
(Fig lc, Id) we can also have large Rn thanks to the difference of the Fermi
velocities of the materials at HTS/(Ag,Au) interfaces. Assuming that the 
HTS/(Ag,Au) boundary's transmission coefficient D(8) is small for the estima
tion of the specific boundary resistance RB we can use the expression[S] 

e2p2 80 (p2cos 2ex + p2sin2ex) 1/2 

R;l= 2\ J D(8,ex) sin8cos8 d8, 80= arcsin[ 1 p II J, (2) 
2rr bON 

where 8 and ex are the angles between the normal to the boundary and the direc
tion of the Fermi-momentum of the quasiparticles in N-metal PN and G-axis res-
pectively, Pi and PII are the components of the Fermi-momentum in HTS material 
in G-direction and in CuO planes. 

In situation shown on Fig.lc the solution of the ~chrodinger equation leads to 
the wellknown expression for Di(0,0)=4vivn/(vi+vn) , where vi = Pi/mi , vn= PN/me. 
Since in HTS materials Pi « Pw and 80 ~ Pi/PN « 1 from (2) for the typical 
values of the parameters vn ~ 106 m/c, mi ~ 100 me' Pi ~ 5x104 m/c it follows: 

2 2 

82 ~ ~ vi ~ 107 Q-1cm-2. 
o rr2b3 V 

(3 ) 

n 
~he bou!ldary shown on Fig .. 1d can be considered as the interface between the 
IsotropIc N-metal. an.d the dIf~r~ction lattice formed by the CuO planes. In this 
case the transmIssIon coeffIcIent can be roughly estimated by using the 
diffraction lattice formula 

sin2«rrd"'/;\lsin8l 

«rrd'" 1;\)sin8) 2 

sin2 «Mrrd"'/;\lsin8l 

sin2 «rrd"'/;\)sin8)' 
(4) 

where VII = Pil/m il « vn (PII ~ 5x105m/c; mil ~ 10 mel is the Fermi-velocity of the 
quasiparticles in CuO planes, d'" and ;\ are the lattice constant and de-Brogile 
wavelength in the N-metal respectively, M is the number of th.,e planes. SInce 
the main contribution to the integral (2) falls on the 8 ~ ;\/Md we have 

2 2 
-1 ~ e PII [ ;\'" J2 RBII ~ 4rr2b3 DII (0,rr/2) d'" M ~ 10 10 Q-1cm-2. (5 ) 

Here ;\ "'~ d"'~ 5 A is the de-Brogile wavelength of the quasiparticles in CuO 
planes. 

The larg~ values of the specific boundary resistance are responsible for the 
suppreSSIon of the IcRn product in HTS Josephson junctions. 
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2. HTS WEAK LINKS WITH THE NOBLE METALS. 

The theoretical estimations (3), (5) as well as the experimental data have shown 
that the properties of the HTC ~eak links determined by t~e ~uppression parame
ter ~ = R /p c where p and ~ are the normal-state resIstIvIty and coherence aSS N"'N N N . . 
length of the N-metal [7-131. This parameter is responsible for the proxImIty 
effect at YBCO/Au,Ag boundaries and relatively large depending on the C axis of 
HTS material is perpendicular (aSl ~ 104 ) or parallel as" ~ 20 to them. 

For the SNS s~dwiches the calculations in the limit of small thickness of the 
junction L « ~N and large as » max{l,a} lead to [7,81 

eV ~2G sin(~) 
_c_ = I max\ s G =W/(W2+~2)1/2 (6) 
2rrT T ~ L- w[w2(1+2a w/(G 2rrT ))2+~2COS2(~/2)11/2' s ' c c w>o SE S c 

• • RN = 2PN~N(aS1+ aS2 )' aSE= aef(L1~N)' aef = as1asi (aS1+ as2)' 

where ~ is the phase difference of the superconductor order parameters, w = 
rrT(2n+l) are the Matsubara frequencies, aS1 and aS2 - suppression parameters of 
the interfaces. From (6) it follows that 

RN ex (a Sl + a S2) , I c ex (a Sl a S2) -1, (7) 

leading for the symmetric structures (aS1= aS2 ) to the scaling low 

V = I R ex R- 1ex 11/2 c cN N c' (8 ) 

while in the case aS1 » aS2 the characteristic voltage 
V -1 RN ex aS1 ' c ex aS2 ' 

depends only on the properties of the boundar¥ with better 
last result shows that to obtain the junctIon with good 
sufficient to have only one boundary with high transparency. 

(9 ) 

transparency. The 
parameters it is 

Figure 2 shows that the experimental data are fitted well by the theoretical 
curves calculated from (6) result in aSH ~ 10 and 150 [15,161; ~ 50 [17) aef~ 

75 [191, ~ 200 [181 and ~ 10 [151. It is interesting to note that the IcRN pro
duct of the extremely asymmetric SNS junctions [151 is two times smaller the 
symmetric one [141 with aSH~ aef . This fact directly follows from (6) confir-
ming once again the applicability of the theoretical model to the description 
of the properties of the H~S weak links based on noble metals (Au, Ag). Using 
the experimenta values PN~N product, normal junction resistance RN and estima-
ted aSH it is possible to calculate the real cross-section Sr= PN~:/RN' In all 
cases [15-191 S turns out to be at least ten times smaller then geometrical 

r-
one suggesting that the boundaries of the structures are rather inhomogeneous. 

3. HTS WEAK LINKS WITH THE N-OXIDE INTERLAYERS. 

The processes in the HTS weak links with N-oxide interlayers [20,211 is more 
comp icated due to the experimentally observed long range proximity effect that 
is temperature independent and larger than the estimated from the transport 
properties of the materials decay lengths ~ef (~65 nm for La1.5Ba1.5Cu307_y 
[20, 211; ~ 10 nm for Yo.6PrO.4Ba2Cu307_o [231; ~ 5+8 nm PrBa2Cu307_0 [19-26)). 
It is hardly surprising that the decay length can be qo large since it goe~/to 
infinity then T goes to zero both in clean (~ ex T-) and dirty (E ex T- ) 
limits. The surprIsing fact is the observed it's temperature independence [20-
261. 

In the BCS based theories this fact could explain by taking into account the 
temperature independent pair breaking in N-region, e.g. paramagnetic impurities, 
which removal of divergence in ~N(T) leading to (TcN=O): 
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Fig.2. Temperature dependence of the 
critical current of the SNS junction 
for various values suppression para
meter 0BM. The symbols are the expe-
rimented data from [14] (V,'), [15] 
(0,1), [17] (0), [19] (-). 
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Fig.? The temperature dependence of 
the effective decay length (18). 
The symbols are the experimental 
data [19l. 
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Fig.Lf. The dependence of the critical 
current SNS junction with ferromagnet 
interlayer upon the distance between 
electrodes [28]. 

q=nTT, 
c 5 

(10) 

where T is the spin flip time. Due to the large 
5 

T a small concentration of 
c 

paramagnetic impurities is,. rJifficient 
practically constant ~ef= ~Nq . 

to have in wide temperature interval 

~ef= ~:qll2. ( 11) 

Since the concentration x of the paramagnetic centers in PrBaCuO twice larger 
than the critical one in Y1 PrBa2Cu307 (x ~ 0.5+0.6 or q ~ 3.6) it is -x x -y c 
reasonable to suppose that iU PBCO the parameter q .. ~ 2 and from (11) for the 
decay length gets the value ~NII~ 3 + 5 nm close to ~II in YBCO. 

At small electrode spacing L the temperature dependence of the IcRN product 
(see Fig.2) fits well by the formula (10) with oef~ 50. At larger L ~ ~ef 

better fitting can achieved with the predictions of the SNINS model [19] with 
the paramagnetic impurities in N-regions. 

Summarize all this facts it is possible to conclude that the properties of the 
edge junctions with PBeD interlayer is close to that of the SNIS structures 
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with the paramagnetic centers in N region where role of the I layer is played 
by the ex situ made boundary. 

The critical temperature of YO.lrO.4Ba2Cu307_0 using as the interlayer in edge 
type junction [231 is close to TeN ~ 45 K which corresponds to q ~ 5. In this 
case following from the BCS theory temperature dependence of the effective 
decay length is more complicated then (14) and in accuracy of 5% can be 
approximated by the expression 

[
T-T Tn-T 

~ tT) = ( e eN 5 e 
ef N T - T 1 + (4/rr2)rrT (T - T) eN 5 e 

( lZ) 

which fits well the experimental dependence [231 (dots .on Fig.3)_1~ading to 
coherence length close to the one in CuO planes of YBCO ~N~ ~ef(Te)q ~ 45 A 

The variety of nonsuperconducting oxides opens new possibilities in investiga
tions of the new effects in Josephson structures with ferromagnetic weak lInk 
materials [271. The junctions have shown the nonmonotonic behavior of the 
critical current upon their thickness d. It increases from ~5 rnA at d ~ 20 nm 
up to ~ 100 rnA at d ~ 50 nm and then falloff at higher d. 

The theory [281 predicts that this fact could be quantitatively explain by the 
complex value of the decay length in ferromagnets leading to the Ie(d) depen
dence shown on Fig.4. In odd periods of the Ictd) the properties of the 
junctions are close to the ordinary one while in the even periods we should 
have the so-called "rr"-contacts. 

4. SINGLE GRAIN BOUNDARY JUNCTIONS. 

The scope of the experimental data (%.9J obtained in single grain boundary 
junction can be understood by taking into account the the wave nature of the 
charge carriers. As it follows from the first paragraph it is the diffraction 
effects that responsible for high values of the normal junction resistance. The 
suggestions that it determines by the relatively large (in comparison with the 
lat tice constant) thickness of the I -layer like in SIS junctions or by the 
difference of the Fermi-velocities like in SNS structures is inconsistent with 
the TEM analysis of the boundary structure which definitely confirm the 
existence of the only one interface where as in SIS and SNS contacts we should 
have two ones). 

It is necessary to add that thanks to a intensive reflection of the quasipar
ticles from the disorder regions their concentration in this area has to fall 
down resulting in weakening the screening of the Coulomb repulsion. It can be 
one of the reasons of the intensive temperature independent pair breaking 
leading to suppression of the critical current of the junctions. 

In the wave-guide model ~1 the description of this effects can be done in the 
framework of the Gor'kov equations by introducin~ two parameters Wand Ao which 
are responsible for transparency and the intensIty of pair breaking processes 
at the boundary respectively. The calculations lead to the temperature depen
dence of IeRN product coincides with the one in AB-theory 

_ rr [ 80 (T)] 11 - RA/RN I 6rr2m2W2 6rr2m2A~ 
eI RN- ~ 8o(Tlth 2' RN= e2p4 ,RA= 2 4 (13) 

e ~ 2T (1 + RA/RN) F e PF 

It is interesting that the increasing of the ratio RA/RN results not only in 
the suppression of the IeRN product but even to the crossover from ordinary 
junction's behavior to "rr"-contact. 
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5. CONCLUSION. 

To understand the data obtained in HTS junctions it is necessary to. take 
into account the finite transparency of the boundaries as well as the tempera
ture independent pair breaking. The pair breaking mechanisms are responsible 
for the relatively large and temperature independent decay length and suppres
sion of the IcRN product at the boundaries of the junctions. The physical rea-
sons leading to the finite boundary transparency in HTS weak links are practi
cally the same as in the single grain boundary junctions. The mismatch of the 
atomic lattices at the boundaries results in appearance of the intensive mecha
nical tensions and as a consequence in the lack of the periodicity in C direc
tion in its vicinity. It is for this reason the transition from three to two
dimensional types of conductivity has to take place near the boundaries leading 
to the formation on atomic scale low transparency regions. It is obvious that 
if it is really so then the IcRN product of the weak links with normal oxide 
interlayers do not exceed the one in single grain boundary junctions. Neverthe
less it ma¥ be interesting to go forward in this direction since it could open 
the possibIlities to find new effects in the structures with the ferromagnetic 
interlayers. 
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